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Year   10   Homework   Timetable   

Tassomai   -   50   questions   per   week   
Hegarty   -   4   tasks   of   Hegarty   per   week   

  

  
  
  
  
  

Monday    Bedrock   
Learning   

Ebacc   Option   
D    Option   C    Modern   

Britain   

Tuesday    English    Tassomai    Option   B   Art   Option   A   

Wednesday    Hegarty    Science    Modern   
Britain    Option   C   

Thursday    Ebacc   Option   
D    Tassomai    Bedrock   

Learning    Option   B  

Friday    Hegarty    Science    English      



                                              
Art   Year   10A/At1   Cycle   2   -   Homework   Plan   

  

  
*   Make   sure   you   have   your   homework   books   each   lesson.   The   work   produced   here   will   be   used   within   your   
coursework   books   as   part   of    Assessment   Objective   1:   Artist   Research .   

  
  

Week   /   Date   Homework   task   Details*   

Week   1   
  

November   15th     

AO1:   Artist   Research   
What   is   Constructivism?   

Read   the   information   on   the   Art   Movement:   
Constructivism .   Cornell   note   taking   based   on   the   
topic.   
https://www.theartstory.org/movement/constructivi 
sm/     

Week   2   
  

November   22nd   

AO1:   Artist   Research   
What   is   Constructivism?   

Use   your   Cornell   notes   on    Constructivism,    to   write   
100-200   words   based   on   the   art   movement.   
Use   the   literacy   guides   to   support   you   if   needed.   

Week   3   
  

November   29th   

AO1:   Artist   Research   
Who   was   Alexander   
Rodchenko?   

Read   the   information   on   the   Artist:     Alexander   
Rodchenko .   Cornell   note   taking   based   on   the   
artist.   
https://www.theartstory.org/artist/rodchenko-alexa 
nder/     

Week   4   
  

December   6th   

AO1:   Artist   Research   
Who   was   Alexander   
Rodchenko?   
  

Use   your   Cornell   notes   on    Alexander   Rodchenko,   
to   write   100-200   words   based   on   the   artist.   
Use   the   literacy   guides   to   support   you   if   needed.   

Week   5   
  

December   13th   

AO1:   Artist   Research:   
The   Staircase,   
Alexander   Rodchenko   
1930   

Use   the    Writing   frame   for   critical   study    sheet,   
complete   notes   to   analyse   the   piece   of   work   by   
the   artist   investigated.     

Week   6   
  

January   3rd   

AO1:   Artist   Research:   
The   Staircase,   
Alexander   Rodchenko   
1930   

Read   and   review   the   notes   from   your   analysis   of   
the   artwork.   Write   up   100   -   200   words   based   on   
the   piece   of   work   by   the   artist   investigated.   

Week   7   and   8   
  

January   10th   and   17th   

Self-questioning:   
  

Weeks   1   -   6   
  

Revision   for   your   knowledge   assessment.   
  
  

Week   9   
  

January   24th   
  
  

Self-questioning:   
  

Plug   the   gaps   from   
Week   1   -   6   

DIRT   
Use   this   time   to   complete   any   feedback   points   
from   your   previous   homework   tasks   not   finished.   
  

https://www.theartstory.org/movement/constructivism/
https://www.theartstory.org/movement/constructivism/
https://www.theartstory.org/artist/rodchenko-alexander/
https://www.theartstory.org/artist/rodchenko-alexander/


Art,   Craft   and   Design      

  

WEEK   1   &   2:   
Assessment   Objective   1:   Contextual   Understanding    -   Develop   ideas   through   investigations,   demonstrating   critical   understanding   of   
sources.   

Constructivism   
Constructivism   was   the   last   and   most   influential   modern   art   movement   to   flourish   in   Russia   in   the   20th   century.   It   evolved   just   as   
the   Bolsheviks   came   to   power   in   the   October   Revolution   of   1917,   and   initially   it   acted   as   a   lightning   rod   for   the   hopes   and   ideas   
of   many   of   the   most   advanced   Russian   artists   who   supported   the   revolution's   goals.   It   borrowed   ideas   from   Cubism,   Suprematism   
and   Futurism,   but   at   its   heart   was   an   entirely   new   approach   to   making   objects,   one   which   sought   to   abolish   the   traditional   artistic   
concern   with   composition,   and   replace   it   with   'construction.'   Constructivism   called   for   a   careful   technical   analysis   of   modern   
materials,   and   it   was   hoped   that   this   investigation   would   eventually   yield   ideas   that   could   be   put   to   use   in   mass   production,   serving   
the   ends   of   a   modern,   Communist   society.   Ultimately,   however,   the   movement   floundered   in   trying   to   make   the   transition   from   
the   artist's   studio   to   the   factory.   Some   continued   to   insist   on   the   value   of   abstract,   analytical   work,   and   the   value   of   art   per   se;   
these   artists   had   a   major   impact   on   spreading   Constructivism   throughout   Europe.   Others,   meanwhile,   pushed   on   to   a   new   but   
short-lived   and   disappointing   phase   known   as   Productivism,   in   which   artists   worked   in   industry.   Russian   Constructivism   was   in   
decline   by   the   mid   1920s,   partly   a   victim   of   the   Bolshevik   regime's   increasing   hostility   to   avant-garde   art.   But   it   would   continue   to   
be   an   inspiration   for   artists   in   the   West,   sustaining   a   movement   called   International   Constructivism   which   flourished   in   Germany   
in   the   1920s,   and   whose   legacy   endured   into   the   1950s.   
  

Key   Ideas   &   Accomplishments   
● Constructivists   proposed   to   replace   art's   traditional   concern   with   composition   with   a   focus   on   construction.   Objects   

were   to   be   created   not   in   order   to   express   beauty,   or   the   artist's   outlook,   or   to   represent   the   world,   but   to   carry   out   a   
fundamental   analysis   of   the   materials   and   forms   of   art,   one   which   might   lead   to   the   design   of   functional   objects.   For   many   
Constructivists,   this   entailed   an   ethic   of   "truth   to   materials,"   the   belief   that   materials   should   be   employed   only   in  
accordance   with   their   capacities,   and   in   such   a   way   that   demonstrated   the   uses   to   which   they   could   be   put.   

● Constructivist   art   often   aimed   to   demonstrate   how   materials   behave   -   to   ask,   for   instance,   what   different   properties   had   
materials   such   as   wood,   glass,   and   metal.   The   form   an   artwork   would   take   would   be   dictated   by   its   materials   (not   the   
other   way   around,   as   is   the   case   in   traditional   art   forms,   in   which   the   artist   'transforms'   base   materials   into   something   
very   different   and   beautiful).   For   some,   these   inquiries   were   a   means   to   an   end,   the   goal   being   the   translation   of   ideas   and   
designs   into   mass   production;   for   others   it   was   an   end   in   itself,   a   new   and   archetypal   modern   style   expressing   the   
dynamism   of   modern   life.   

● The   seed   of   Constructivism   was   a   desire   to   express   the   experience   of   modern   life   -   its   dynamism,   its   new   and   
disorientating   qualities   of   space   and   time.   But   also   crucial   was   the   desire   to   develop   a   new   form   of   art   more   appropriate   
to   the   democratic   and   modernizing   goals   of   the   Russian   Revolution.   Constructivists   were   to   be   constructors   of   a   new   
society   -   cultural   workers   on   par   with   scientists   in   their   search   for   solutions   to   modern   problems.   

WEEK   3   -   4:   
Assessment   Objective   1:   Contextual   Understanding    -   Develop   ideas   through   investigations,   demonstrating   critical   understanding   of   
sources.   

Artists/Designers   

Summary   of   Alexander   Rodchenko   

Alexander   Rodchenko   was   one   of   the   most   versatile   constructivist   and    productivist   
artists   to   emerge   after   the    Russian   Revolution .   He   worked   as   a   painter   and    graphic   
designer    before   turning   to    photomontage    and   photography.   His   photography   was   
socially   engaged,   formally   innovative,   and   opposed   to   a   painterly   aesthetic.   
Concerned   with   the   need   for   analytical-documentary   photo   series,   he   often   shot   
his   subjects   from   odd   angles—usually   high   above   or   down   below—to   shock   the   
viewer   and   to   postpone   recognition.   He   wrote:   "One   has   to   take   several   different   
shots   of   a   subject,   from   different   points   of   view   and   in   different   situations,   as   if   one   
examined   it   in   the   round   rather   than   looking   through   the   same   key-hole   again   and   
again."   

  
  

Alexander   Rodchenko   
Alexander   Rodchenko   is   perhaps   the   most   important   avant-garde   artist   to   have   put   his   art   in   the   service   of   political   revolution.   
In   this   regard,   his   career   is   a   model   of   the   clash   between   modern   art   and   radical   politics.   He   emerged   as   a   fairly   conventional   
painter,   but   his   encounters   with   Russian   Futurists   propelled   him   to   become   an   influential   founder   of   the   Constructivist   
movement.   And   his   commitment   to   the   Russian   Revolution   subsequently   encouraged   him   to   abandon   first   painting   and   then   fine   
art   in   its   entirety,   and   to   instead   put   his   skills   in   the   service   of   industry   and   the   state,   designing   everything   from   advertisements   
to   book   covers.   His   life's   work   was   a   ceaseless   experiment   with   an   extraordinary   array   of   media,   from   painting   and   sculpture   to   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Productivism_(art)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_Revolution_of_1917
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphic_designer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphic_designer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photomontage


  

  

  

graphic   design   and   photography.   Later   in   his   career,   however,   the   increasingly   repressive   policies   targeted   against   modern   artists   
in   Russia   led   him   to   return   to   painting.   
  

Rodchenko's   art   and   thought   moved   extremely   rapidly   in   the   1910s.   He   began   as   an   aesthete,   inspired   by   Art   Nouveau   artists   
such   as   Aubrey   Beardsley.   He   later   became   a   Futurist.   He   digested   the   work   of   Vladimir   Tatlin,   and   the   Suprematism   of   Kazimir   
Malevich.   By   the   decade's   end   he   was   pioneering   Constructivism.   This   experimental   inquiry   into   the   elements   of   pictorial   and   
sculptural   art   produced   purely   abstract   artworks   that   separate   out   the   components   of   each   image   -   line,   form,   space,   color,   
surface,   texture,   and   the   work's   physical   support.   Constructivism   encouraged   a   new   focus   on   the   tangible   and   material   aspects   
of   art,   and   its   experimental   spirit   was   encouraged   by   a   belief   that   art   had   to   match   the   revolutionary   transformations   then   
taking   place   in   Russian   politics   and   society.   
  

Rodchenko's   commitment   to   the   values   of   the   Revolution   encouraged   him   to   abandon   painting   in   1921.   He   embraced   a   more   
functional   view   of   art   and   of   the   artist,   and   he   began   collaborating   with   the   poet   Vladimir   Mayakovsky   on   a   series   of   advertising   
campaigns.   Their   work   not   only   introduced   modern   design   into   Russian   advertising,   but   it   attempted   to   sell   the   values   of   the   
Revolution   along   with   the   products   being   promoted.   This   particular   union   of   modern   design,   politics,   and   commerce   has   
occasionally   inspired   advertisers   in   the   West   since   the   fall   of   the   Berlin   Wall.   
  

Photography   was   important   to   Rodchenko   in   the   1920s   in   his   attempt   to   find   new   media   more   appropriate   to   his   goal   of   
serving   the   revolution.   He   first   viewed   it   as   a   source   of   preexisting   imagery,   using   it   in   montages   of   pictures   and   text,   but   later   
he   began   to   take   pictures   himself   and   evolved   an   aesthetic   of   unconventional   angles,   abruptly   cropped   compositions,   and   stark   
contrasts   of   light   and   shadow.   His   work   in   both   photomontage   and   photography   ultimately   made   an   important   contribution   to   
European   photography   in   the   1920s.   

WEEK   5   -   6:   
Assessment   Objective   1:   Contextual   Understanding    -   Develop   ideas   through   investigations,   demonstrating   critical   understanding   of   
sources.   

The   Staircase:   Alexander   Rodchenko,   1930   

This   is   one   of   Rodchenko's   finest   photographs.   Often   credited   with   devising   
the   key   principles   of   modern   photography,   Rodchenko   is   praised   for   his   use   
of   unusual   angles   and   perspective.   Here,   he   juxtaposes   the   motif   of   a   woman   
with   a   child   against   the   stern   geometry   of   the   man-made   environment.   The   
position   of   the   camera   at   a   peculiar   angle   provides   for   an   innovative,   yet   
carefully   balanced   and   flowing   composition.   Compositions   such   as   this   were   
an   important   influence   on   New   Vision,   the   modernist   photography   
movement   that   gripped   Europe   in   the   1920s   and   '30s.   

  

  

Assessment   Objective   1:   Contextual   Understanding    -   Develop   ideas   through   investigations,   demonstrating   critical   
understanding   of   sources.   

TIER   2    Vocabulary   and   definitions    TIER   3    Vocabulary   and   definitions   

Versatile    -   able   to   adapt   or   be   adapted   to   many   different   
functions   or   activities.   
Revolution    -   a   forcible   overthrow   of   a   government   or   social   
order.   
Innovative    -   introducing   new   ideas;   original   and   creative   in   
thinking.   
Aesthetic    -   the   appreciation   of   beauty.   
Analytical   -   documentary    -   research   based   work   
Postpone    -   to   wait   
Recognition    -   acknowledgement   of   something   
Societies    -   a   community   of   people   
Transform    -   to   change   
Reconstruction    -   to   rebuild   
Restoration    -   to   repair   
Decay    -   To   deconstruct   with   age   

Artistic    -   relating   to   art   
Art   Movement    -   a   style   in   art   with   a   common   theme   or   idea   
within   a   certain   time   period   
Constructivist    -   art   movement   started   in   Russia   
Graphic   Designer    -   a   creative   profession   
Photomontage    -   a   collage   with   photographs   
Photography    -   capturing   images   with   a   camera   
Urban   landscape    -   man   made   environment   
Geometric    -   mathematical   shapes   
Architecture    -   the   design   of   buildings   
Compositional    -   the   layout   or   design   of   an   image   
  



    

  



  
     



Date             /            / Topic                                                                              WEEK   1   
  

  
Summary   

  
  
  
  

  
 

Questions   Notes   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



WEEK   2   
Date…………………………………………….   
    

What   is   Construc�vism?   
  

Answer:-   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

 



Date             /            / Topic                                                                              WEEK   3   
  

  
Summary   

  
  
  
  

  
 

Questions   Notes   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



WEEK   4   
Date…………………………………………….   
    

Who   was   Alexander   Rodchenko?   
  

Answer:-   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  
  
  



  

The   Staircase:   Alexander   Rodchenko,   1930   

This   is   one   of   Rodchenko's   finest   photographs.   Often   credited   with   devising   the   
key   principles   of   modern   photography,   Rodchenko   is   praised   for   his   use   of   
unusual   angles   and   perspective.   Here,   he   juxtaposes   the   motif   of   a   woman   with   
a   child   against   the   stern   geometry   of   the   man-made   environment.   The   position   
of   the   camera   at   a   peculiar   angle   provides   for   an   innovative,   yet   carefully   
balanced   and   flowing   composition.   Compositions   such   as   this   were   an   important   
influence   on   New   Vision,   the   modernist   photography   movement   that   gripped   
Europe   in   the   1920s   and   '30s.   

Writing   frame   for   critical   study  
WEEK   5   

Structure    Useful   Starters    Useful   vocabulary   

Introduction:   Describe   the   
work   –   pretend   that   you   
are   telling   someone   who   
cannot   see   it   

……………………………………….   was   completed   
by   …………………………   in   ……………………   
The   work   portrays   ……………………………   

suggests,   conveys,   conjures   up,   recalls,   
recreates,   when   looking   at   closely,   from   a   
distance.   

Artists   intention    I   think   the   artist   is   trying   to   
…………………………………….   

    

The   reason   I   think   this   is   because   
………………………………………….   

exaggerate,   distort,   conjure   up,   recreate,   
observe,   reflect,   express   mood   or   ideas,   
explore   material,   line,   tone,   texture,   colour,   
shape,   see,   feel,   think,   imagine.   

Source   of   inspiration   and   
influences   

I   think   the   artist   worked   from   ……………………….   

because…………………………….   

The   artist   prepared   for   this   work   by……………….   

observation,   memory,   imagination,   supporting   
sketches,   photographs.   

Your   reaction    The   work   makes   me   feel   …………………….   
because   ………………………….   

happy,   sad,   suggests,   evokes,   conveys,   mood,   
feeling,   atmosphere,   recalls,   reminds   me   of,   
inspires   me.   

Use   of   form    The   work   has   been   composed   of……………………    balanced,   symmetrical,   foreground,   
background,   arrangement,   composition,   
design,   strong   lines,   leads   the   eye,   shapes,   
small,   large,   angular,   curved.   

Use   of   colour,   tone   and   
texture  

The   artist’s   use   of   ……………suggests……………   

I   think   he/she   has   done   this   to   suggest………………   

hot,   cold,   bright,   dull,   vivid,   sombre,   pastel,   
clashing,   matching,   range,   variety,   rough,   
smooth,   broken.   

Style    The   artist’s   style   is   ……………………………   

I   can   tell   this   by   ……………………………….   

technique,   abstract,   realistic,   surrealistic   

Conclusion    I   like   this   work   because   …………………………        



  
WEEK   6   

Date…………………………………………….   
    

The   Staircase,    Alexander   Rodchenko   1930   
  

Answer:-   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
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______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

______________________________________________________________________________________   
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